Introduction
One of the major problems of homotopy theory concerns the classification of topological spaces into homotopy types. This problem has as an obvious generalization that of the classification of spaces with operators into equivariant homotopy types.
We make here a contribution toward the solution of the latter problem. Our treatment stems from those of Eilenberg and MacLane, Postnikov, Olum and Zilber, in that it uses the singular complex of a topological space in order to restate topological problems as combinatorial ones. But as Eilenberg and Zilber have pointed out, singular complexes, considered as algebraic structures, may be subsumed in the more general category of semi-simplicial complexes [3] . Our procedure will be to drop completely all topological structure and to consider the classification as a purely combinatorial problem in the domain of these semi-simplicial complexes.
Thus the theory developed here is completely independent of topology. It is however almost completely parallel to the usual homotopy theory, and many of the same theorems will be found in it, though the proofs are often quite different.
The treatment is divided into four parts. Chapter I develops, after a brief resume of the fundamental facts about semi-simplicial complexes, the notion of semi-simplicial complexes with operators. The operators envisaged are the cognates in the combinatorial domain of topological groups. Thus the complexes with operators correspond to spaces with topological groups of operators. In the most important cases the group operates without fixed points; these complexes are to be thought of as analogous to principal fibre bundles.
Chapter II introduces the notion of homotopy groups of a semi-simplicial complex. These are to be used as coefficient domains for obstruction cochains, obstruction theory being the principal tool in the rest of the paper. The method here is quite unlike that used in the topological case; homotopy groups are characterized, simultaneously with obstructions, by a system of axioms. It is not however true that they can be defined for any semi-simplicial complex. Those complexes which have homotopy groups form a subcategory, and it is in this subcategory (which includes singular complexes) that the classification theory operates.
Received by the editors June 10, 1954 and, in revised form, February IS, 1955. [November In Chapter III there are adduced methods for the construction of complexes with homotopy. This is done with certain elementary structures: the universal bundles of operator groups, and the complexes K(U, n). The former are principal bundles all of whose homotopy groups vanish. The latter, introduced by Eilenberg and MacLane [l] , are complexes having exactly one nonvanishing homotopy group. In addition a technique is developed for adding one homotopy group, in dimension n, say, to a complex all of whose homotopy groups vanish in dimensions greater than or equal to n.
In the last chapter the notion of a homotopy-resolution of a complex with homotopy on which a group operates without fixed points is introduced. This is a representation of the complex by means of another constructed, according to the recipes of Chapter III, out of the universal bundle of the group and the complexes K(H, n). In terms of these homotopy-resolutions the principal classification theorem can be stated: complexes are equivalent if and only if they have isomorphic resolutions.
The notion of a homotopy-resolution, which is built up dimension-wise, so to speak out of the homotopy groups of a complex, has a parallel in the theory of chain complexes with operators, in the notion of a homological resolution of such a complex [7] . It would seem that it represents a method of broad utility in topology. In the homotopy form it has been used before, somewhat less explicitly, by Postnikov [9] . There is certainly considerable overlap here with the results of the articles referred to; the exact amount is difficult to estimate since the method of Postnikov is rather different and the presentation, at least in the English version due to Hilton, somewhat cryptic. There is an even closer connection with unpublished work of J. A. Zilber, to whom the author must acknowledge his indebtedness for helpful conversations.
Chapter I
1. Semi-simplicial complexes. The semi-simplicial complexes to which we shall refer are always the complete semi-simplicial complexes of Eilenberg and Zilber [3] ; we shall consistently omit the word "complete." The definition is that of the reference. We paraphrase it for notational convenience.
Let Ar, r=0, 1, • • • , be a sequence of ordered simplices, and let fl be the category of weakly order-preserving simplicial maps of these simplices into each other. Then a semi-simplicial complex consists of a collection of disjoint sets K0, Kx, • ■ • together with a structure which associates to any adK^ and w:Ar-»A3 in fi an element crw of Kr in such a way that if w' is another element of ft, say o/:A"->Ar, then (1.1) (o-w)w' = o-(cow').
The elements of Kq are called g-simplices. If odKg then g = dim a is called the dimension of a. It is proved in [3 ] that any simplex a in K can be written uniquely in the where t is of minimum dimension. The simplex a is said to be collapsed if Da=d\m r<dim a. If for all aCK, Da = 0, then K is said to be discrete.
In fl the maps e?:A9_i-*A9 are distinguished. These are the one-one maps whose images omit the ith vertex of A,. If aCKq, then <j{ = ae\ is called the ith. face of a. The maps e\ are easily seen to satisfy 9 9-1 9 9-1 . .
£»■«; = eye.-i, i > J, and thus (1. 2) a" = a''''1, i > j.
The integer chain complex C(K) oi K is defined by letting Cq(K) be the free abelian group generated by Kq and setting, for aCKq, da = E(-1)V. It follows from (1.2) that dd=0. The chain and cochain complexes with any coefficients are defined accordingly, and give rise to the homology and cohomology groups of K.
The subgroups Cq (K) generated by collapsed simplices of Kq constitute a subcomplex Cd(K)CC(K). The quotient complex Cn(K) = C(K)/Cd(K) is called the complex of normalized chains. For any coefficient group G, the subcochain complex Cn(K; G) consisting of cochains which annihilate Cd(K) is called the complex of normalized cochains. It is proved in [3] that Cd(K) is always acyclic. It follows that for any coefficients, the natural maps Hq(K; G) -^Hq(C"(K)®G) and W(Cn(K, G))^-H"(K; G) are isomorphisms onto. That is, the homology and cohomology of K may also be computed by means of normalized chains and cochains. Two 0-simplices a, B of K are said to be immediate neighbors if they are vertices of the same 1-simplex, i.e. if for some aCKi, a"=a and a1 =8 or vice versa, a and 8 are said to be in the same component of K if there are 0-simplices a = 7o, 7i> ' • ■ , 7» = P such that 7,-, 7,+i are immediate neighbors. Two simplices of any dimension are in the same component of K if their vertices are. This is clearly an equivalence relation such that the components are subcomplexes of K (the definition of subcomplex is the obvious one).. K is connected if it has only one component.
If K and L are semi-simplicial complexes, then KXL is the semi-simplicial complex defined by For the homology of these products, the Kunneth relations hold [4] . The prime example for semi-simplicial complexes is the singular complex of a topological space. If X is a space the singular complex S(X) is defined by taking for S(X)q the set of all continuous maps a:Aq->X and letting <rw be the map defined by composition.
If a simplicial complex has its vertices partially ordered in such a way that the vertices of any simplex are simply ordered, those simplices of its singular complex which are order-preserving simplicial maps form a subcomplex, the canonical semi-simplicial complex of the simplicial complex. It is well known that this inclusion gives rise to isomorphisms in homology.
We shall denote the canonical semi-simplicial complex of A, by As. If K and L are semi-simplicial complexes a simplicial map f'.K-rL is a map such that f(Kg) dLQ for all q and such that if odKg and co:Ar-»A" is in fl then
Since Kg freely generates Ct(K) a simplicial map gives rise to a chain map f:C*(K)-^>C*(L) and thus to homomorphisms /* in homology and /* in cohomology.
If o-is any ^-simplex of a semi-simplicial complex K then there is a unique simplicial map <r":Ag^K
We shall rather loosely use I to stand for any semi-simplicial complex arising from a decomposition of the unit interval. Collapsed simplices over the endpoints will be written 0, 1.
If/o, fi'.K-yL are simplicial, a simplicial homotopy of/0 and/i is a simplicial map F:KXl-*L such that for all odK F(<r, 0) = foe, F(<x, 1) = fi<r.
A simplicial homotopy induces a chain homotopy in the following fashion. Let agdCg+i(SgXl) be that fundamental cycle of the prism modulo its boundary for which (A" 1) appears with positive sign in dag. Then define D: C* (-fiT) ->C* (KXI), of degree +1, by Da = (<rA Xj)aq, where j is the identity map of I. We then have dD<r + Dda-= (a, 1) -(a, 0) and thus F = FD is a chain homotopy of /o and /i.
The ^-skeleton of a semi-simplicial complex K (where q=0, 1, • • • ) con-sists not of the simplices of dimension less than or equal to q, for these do not make up a subcomplex, but rather of all those simplices a such that Da^q. The notation K" will be used for the g-skeleton.
If, again, f0, fi'.K-?L, a homotopy through dimension q of/0 and /i is a simplicial map F:K9XI-^L which is a homotopy of/0|7C9 andfi\Kq.
Two simplicial maps are homotopic if there is a homotopy connecting them; if for every q there is a homotopy through dimension q connecting them, they are weakly homotopic. Clearly homotopy implies weak homotopy.
If fo, fi'K->L are weakly homotopic, then on each skeleton of the chaincomplexes of K and L the chain maps induced by fo and /i are chain-homotopic. It follows that the induced homomorphisms in homology and cohomology are equal: to = to /.* = /i* and thus that the homology and cohomology functors are weak homotopy invariants.
2. Semi-simplicial groups. A semi-simplicial group T is a semi-simplicial complex together with a simplicial map rxT->T which, restricted to each of the sets r3, is a group composition. This definition is prompted by the behavior of the singular complex of a topological group(1). In fact, if G is a topological group, then S(G) is a semi-simplicial group with the composition (ar)y = (ay)(ry) a, r C S(G)q, y C A".
A subgroup of r is a subcomplex A such that for each q, Aq is a subgroup of ra. If each A" is a normal subgroup, A is a normal subgroup of T. An operation of a semi-simplicial group T on a semi-simplicial complex K is a simplicial map TXK-+K such that if a, <r'CTq, tCK9 then (aa')r = a(a'r).
If r operates on K, we shall say that K is a T-complex. If in addition the operation is such that <tt = t implies that a is the identity, we shall say that V operates freely, and that K is a T-bundle. A semi-simplicial group operates on itself by left translations, the operation being of course free. If K is a T-complex, the orbit-complex K/T is defined as follows: (K/V)q is the set of equivalence classes in Kq under the relations r ~ t' if and only if r = ar' for some a C Tt; while for pC (K/T) q, if w:Ar-»A8 is in fi, pw is the class of tw for any r in p.
0) The chain complex, with any group of coefficients, of a semi-simplicial complex, is of course an FD-complex in the sense of Eilenberg-MacLane
[2]. The chain-complex of a semisimplicial group, when the coefficients are in a ring, forms an i?-complex in the sense of the above-mentioned paper, when the multiplication in each dimension is defined by regarding the chain group as the group algebra of the group of simplices of that dimension. [November If a topological group G operates on a topological space X then S(X) is a 5(G)-complex under an operation analogous to that given above for S(G). If X is a principal bundle under the operation of G, then S(X) is a S(G) bundle. Moreover, S(X)/S(G) is canonically isomorphic to the singular complex of the base-space.
A subgroup A of a semi-simplicial group T operates freely on T by left translation. T/A is the "coset space"; if A is a normal subgroup, T/A inherits a group structure from T.
If r and I1' are semi-simplicial groups, a homomorphism <p:r-+T' is a simplicial map which is a homomorphism of the group structures in each r r' J-q, 1 q ■ li K and K' are V and T'-complexes respectively, and <£:r-T" is a homomorphism, a simplicial map f:K->K' is </>-equivariant if for any simplices <r£r, rdK of the same dimension (2.1) f(<rr) = (<pa)(fr).
If r=r' and <p is the identity, we may say that/ is T-equivariant, or just equivariant.
The class of ^-equivariant maps f:K-rK' is denoted by £(</>; K, K') or, if <p is the identity, by 6(T; K, K').
li K is a T-complex, the map v'-K-+K/T which takes simplices into their equivalence classes is simplicial. In the situation of (2.1), there is a unique simplicial map of K/T into K'/V which commutes with these maps:
We denote it by f/<p, or, if <p is the identity, by f/T.
If K is a T-complex and A is a subgroup of T then K is of course a Acomplex under the restriction to A of the operation of T. If A is a normal subgroup then K/A is a T/A-complex under the operation given by
<TdTq,rdKg where 9:T-»r/A and V-K-^K/K are the canonical maps. To see this, it is only necessary to verify that if 9a' =9<j and vt> = VT then tj(o-'t') =17(0-7). But these conditions imply that a' =\a and t' =ixt for some X, juGA,. Since A is a normal subgroup, ari=va-for some vd-Ag-Thus
If T and T' are semi-simplicial groups and A, A' are normal subgroups, and <j>:T->V is a homomorphism such that <£(A)CA', then, as is easily seen, <p/<ln:T/A-*T'/A' For a T-bundle X we define the notion of the difference-map. If -q'.X-*X/Y is the canonical map, then Z = {(a,T)\Va = Vr} CXXX is a subcomplex, and ■%(a, t)t = a defines a simplicial map Sf'.Z-*F, the difference-map of X with respect to Y. Several properties are worth noting. If a, r, p are in X and ria = r]T = r)p then (2.3) *(a, t)*(t,p) = V(a, p).
If 7, 7' are simplices of the appropriate dimension in Y, (2.4) *(ya, 7't) = 7*(<r, t)?'"1.
The difference map is also natural under equivariant maps: if X' is a Y'-bundle, <p:Y-^Y' is a homomorphism and f:X^>X' is <£-equivariant then, if SI'' is the difference-map of X' with respect to Y',
If A is a subgroup of Y, the difference-map of X with respect to A is a restriction of the difference-map >F Denoting this restriction by ^i.Zy->A we have, if A is a normal subgroup and yCY, (2.6) ¥i(ya, yr) = yVi(a, rjy-1.
But SE'i is in fact defined even if X is not a T-bundle, as long as A operates freely. It is clear that (2.6) holds in this case also. To say that a semi-simplicial group Y operates on a semi-simplicial group A means that Y operates on the underlying complex of A in such a way that [November for each q, Tg operates as a group of automorphisms on A,. In this situation we shall write the operation with an interposed "•".
When T operates on A, the product complex A XT becomes a group, the splitting extension ofV by A, under the multiplication (X',V)(A,7) = (X'[t'-X],7'7). This group will be denoted by A-T; if the operation of T on A is trivial, it is just the product group, i.e. the product group in each dimension, and may be denoted by A XT'.
The subgroups {(1, 7)} and {(X, 1)} of AT, where 1 stands for the appropriate unit element, may be identified with T and A respectively. The latter is an invariant subgroup. The definition of the group operation in AT is then just that one under which the operation of T on A is given by inner automorphisms:
(2.7) yX = 7X7-1.
If another group I" operates on a group A', if 3>:r-T" is a homomorphism, and <p:A->A' is a ^-equivariant homomorphism, then it is easy to see that 0X$:AT-»A'r' is also a homomorphism. A semi-simplicial complex K is a AT-complex if and only if it is both a A-complex and a T-complex and the operations behave in the following fashion under commutation:
If K is a AT-complex, K' is a A'T'-complex and f:K-^K' is both 3> and </>-equivariant, then/ is 0X^-equivariant. If r is a semi-simplicial group and a, ftGTo are immediate neighbors, then for any ydVo, ya and 7/3 are also immediate neighbors. For if a and fi are vertices of a 1-simplex <r, then ya and y& are vertices of y'a, where 7' is the collapsed 1-simplex lying over 7. It follows that the component of the identity TCr is a normal subgroup. The quotient group T/°T is of course discrete. For any semi-simplicial group T the incidence operation o--xrco, for w:Ar-*Aq in ft is a homomorphism of T, into Tr. A discrete group is characterized by the fact that it is an isomorphism, depending only on q and r but not w. Thus a discrete semi-simplicial group consists of a sequence of groups and a transitive system of isomorphisms and is invariantly determined by, say, the 0-dimensional group. This determination sets up a oneto-one correspondence between ordinary discrete groups and discrete semisimplicial groups. For any semi-simplicial group V, the ordinary discrete group corresponding to T/°T will be denoted by x0(r).
We shall say that a semi-simplicial group T operates on a discrete group II if it operates on the corresponding semi-simplicial group; identifying all the groups of simplices with II, this simply means that each Tq operates on n in such a way that for any suitable a, w and pCYl, (2.9) (au)p = ap.
In such a case it is easy to see that the component of the identity operates trivially. Thus the operations of Y on II are in natural one-to-one correspondence with the operations of tto(Y) on n. such that F/$=/. The set of liftings is denoted by jQfJ; <£). Now suppose that T and I" are semi-simplicial groups operating, respec-tively, on semi-simplicial groups A and A', that4>:r-*V is a homomorphism, and <?>:A->A' is a 4>-equivariant homomorphism. Suppose in addition that X and X' are, respectively, AT and A'• T'-complexes, and that/:X/A->X'/A' is 4>-equivariant. We shall want to investigate the set .£(/; <p)r\£($; X, X') oi <j> X'S'-equivariant liftings of /.
In order to do this we define first an operation of Y on AXA' by 7(X, X') = (y\, [*7J-X').
Next we define an operation of the splitting extension (AXA') Y on the complex
(where i;:X->Y//A and r\':X'->X'/A' are the canonical maps) by
Finally, we define an operation, which we shall denote by "o," of (AXA')T on the complex A', an operation in which the operators are not automorphisms:
We are now in a position to define a map '5:
P\£(4>; X, X') by setting, for G: Y->A' equivariant, and aCX,
where a' is any simplex in X' such that (a, a')C Y. Let us observe first that this is independent of a'. For if a" is another such simplex in X' then a" =XV for some X'£A', and thus (a, a") = (1, X', l)(o-, a') and
It is easy to see that 75G is simplicial. To justify the definition it is necessary to show that T5G is 0X*-equivariant and that (1s>G)/<p~=f. But since, for where >£' is the difference-map of X' with respect to A' (cf. 2.4, 2.6). To see that 15_1 is in fact inverse to 15 we may write (13-115G)(<7, a') = *'((13G)(7, </) = V(G(a, c'W, <r') = G(a, a') and {t&GrlF)a = (13-1F)((7, «r') = *'(F<r, <7')<7' = F<r.
Remark.
If in the above situation X is also a A-bundle, then Y is a AXA'-bundle and Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 can be combined to give a one-toone correspondence between the cross-sections of p/A XA! where p: FXA'-* Y is the projection and the liftings of /, more precisely, between the sets x(£/AxA')ne(r; x/a, (yxa')/axa') and £(/; <p)n£((AxA')-r; y, ao, after making the identification Y/AXA' = X/A.
In this form, the topological analogue of the theorem was used by Hu (cf. [8] , where it is attributed to Ehresmann) in the special case r= {lj, A=A', X = X', tf> and / the identities. The topological analogue of (3.1) was proved by the author [5 ] in the case T = {1}.
Equivariant homology and cohomology. If K is a T-complex and Y
operates on a discrete abelian group II the equivariant homology and cohomology groups of K are defined as follows.
In the chain-complex &e(K; II) = C*(K) ®TL the subgroup generated by chains of the form
where ydY, <rdK, pdYl, form a subcomplex C*,T(K; II), the so-called complex of residual chains, for by (2.9),
The quotient C*(X; n) = C*(Z; n)/Cj'r(X; II) is the complex of equivariant chains. Its homology, denoted by H$(K; II), is the equivariant homology of K with respect to Y, with coefficients in II.
The cochains cdC*(K; II) such that for odK, ydY, c(ya) = y(ca) form a subcomplex C$(K; II), the subcomplex of equivariant cochains, whose homology H*(K; II) is the equivariant cohomology of K with respect to Y, with coefficients in II.
If K' is a r'-complex, <p:Y-*Y' is a homomorphism and f:K^>K' iŝ -equivariant then, if I" operates also on II in such a way that (<py)p =yp for 7£r, pCYl, the chain map induced by/ takes residual chains into residual chains: Finally, if Y' operates also on n' in such a way that 0 is T'-equivariant and (<py)p' =yp' for yCY, p'CYl', then commutativity holds in the diagrams
The consideration of homotopies of equivariant maps rests on the following observation. If aCKq and 7£r«, then (cf. §1) D(ya) =((ya)AXj)aq is a chain in Cq+i(KXl) which results from operating on each simplex in T>o-by a collapsed simplex lying over y (the operation on 7£X7 results of course from the prescribed operation on K and the trivial one on 7). Since such a simplex in Y operates on a coefficient group in the same way as y the chain homotopy FD, where F:KXI^>K' is ^-equivariant, takes residual chains into residual chains. Similarly, the associated cochain homotopy takes equivariant cochains into equivariant cochains. [November Thus if /o, /i: K->K' are <p-equivariant and are connected by a <p-equivariant homotopy the induced homomorphisms on equivariant homology and cohomology groups are equal:
We must also talk about partial equivariant homotopies, i.e. equivariant homotopies through dimension q. In order to do this it is necessary to observe first that a subcomplex LdK is not necessarily invariant, and that in particular the skeletons need not be invariant. The smallest invariant subcomplex containing L is of course YL= {7o-|7£r, vdL). We make then the following definition. An equivariant homotopy through dimension q of/0 and/i is an equivariant homotopy F:YKQXI->K' (observe that Y(K<XI)=YK«XI)) of/0|rii:« and/i|r.KX Just as we did in §1 we may define weak equivariant homotopy of equivariant maps and conclude that equivariant homology and cohomology are weak equivariant homotopy invariants.
If X is a T-complex, Y operates on the discrete abelian group II, and A is a normal subgroup of Y such that the operation on II restricted to A is trivial, -rH*.(X; II). Such maps, or rather similar ones, can also be defined without the restriction that A operate trivially on II, if homology with local coefficients (Uberdeckungen) is introduced; however, it is not necessary to make use of this generalization here.
Theorem 4.1. 17* and v* are isomorphisms onto.
We omit the proof for the case of homology, which will not be used below. For cohomology, we observe that the cochain map of C*-/k(X/A; II) into C*(X; YI) by 17 is, since 17 is onto, an isomorphism into. It is thus sufficient to show that it is onto as well. But suppose that c is a T-equivariant cochain on X. Then c(v°~) -cod efines, since A operates trivially on LI, a unique cochain on X/A. for which, evidently, £17= c. To see that c is T/A-equivariant, we may write c(<py)(va) = c(yar) = 7(c<7) = (<py)(cvo-).
Chapter II 5 . Homotopy groups and obstructions. Homotopy groups are to serve, for us, as coefficient domains for obstructions to the extension of maps. They will accordingly be introduced axiomatically in terms of an obstruction theory. It will follow from the axioms that when a semi-simplicial complex admits an obstruction theory then that theory is essentially unique.
Extensions of maps are constructed, as in the usual obstruction theory, stepwise over skeletons of increasing dimension. As we have observed, a qskeleton contains collapsed simplices of dimension greater than q. But of course a map defined and, so far as possible, simplicial, on all simplices of dimension ^q has a unique extension to the g-skeleton.
The theory we envisage corresponds to that of an arcwise connected topological space which is simple in all dimensions, i.e. one whose fundamental group is abelian and operates trivially on all the higher homotopy groups. This is not a genuine restriction, since we study complexes with operators, and may always refer to a suitable covering space.
Since we shall be interested in extending simplicial maps, arcwise connectedness must be expressed in a very strong fashion in complexes which are to have a homotopy theory. We say that a complex X is homotopy-connected if for any complex K and map/:7C°->X there is a simplicial extension of / to K1. Alternatively, this may be expressed by saying that any two zero-simplices of X are vertices of some 1-simplex. If -X" is homotopy-connected, K is any complex, LCK is a subcomplex, and/:7,-►.X', then/ always has an extension to ISJK1.
If X is a homotopy-connected semi-simplicial complex a homotopy-system on X consists of a sequence xi, x2, • • • of abelian groups and an operation c which to any complex K and simplicial map f:Kq-^X assigns a cochain cfCCq+1(K; irq) in such a way that the following axioms hold. Let us consider the lowest dimension. By the preceding lemma, c(f\ Kq) is a coboundary, say bh, for some hdCq(K, L; ir,). Then by H3 there is an f:Kq-*X which agrees with/ on Kq~1\JLq and can be extended to Kq+1. This extension may clearly be made to agree with/ on Lq+1. The rest of the lemma follows by a simple induction, the special case being trivial.
By an oriented simplicial g-sphere we shall mean a pair (S, s), where 5 is the canonical semi-simplicial complex of a simplicial polyhedron homeomorphic to a g-sphere, and sdZq(S) is a fundamental cycle, i.e. a cycle in one of the generators of Hq(S). If we agree that s is a sum of nondegenerate simplices, then s is uniquely determined, up to sign. By an oriented simplicial g+l-cell we shall mean a pair (E, e) where E is the canonical semi-simplicial complex of a simplicial polyhedron homeomorphic to a g+l-cell and, if E is the subcomplex arising from the boundary of the polyhedron, edZq+i(E, E) is a fundamental cycle. The boundary (E, de) of an oriented simplicial q+1-cell (E, e) is of course an oriented simplicial g-sphere. We shall denote by A, the canonical semi-simplicial complex of Aq. Thus (A" A4) is an oriented simplicial g-cell, and, if the boundary of the standard simplex Aa+i has as its semi-simplicial complex Ag+i, then (A5+i, dAq+x) is an oriented simplicial g-sphere.
In any semi-simplicial complex K the spherical cycles are the elements of the subgroup of C*(2£) generated by cycles of the form gs, where (S, s) is an oriented simplicial sphere and g:S-rK. A cochain on K is a spherical annihilator if it is zero on the spherical cycles in K.
Returning to the notation of the beginning of this section we can state the next lemma.
Lemma 5.3. cf is a spherical annihilator.
For, if (5, s) is an oriented simplicial q + 1 -sphere and g:S->K we may evaluate (cf)gs as follows. First, we may suppose that (S, s) = (E, de) for some oriented simplicial g + 2-cell (E, e). By Lemma 5.2, fg:S-*X may be extended to a map F:Eq+1-*X. If j:S-*E is the inclusion map then Fj=fg and (cf)gs = c(fg)s = c(Fj)s = (cF)js = (cF)de = 0 (by H4).
This fact permits the following definition. If (S, s) is an oriented simplicial g-sphere and g:S->X then the homotopy class (g) of g is the element of ir8 determined in the following way. Let (E, e) be any oriented simplicial q+1-cell with boundary (S, s). By Lemma 5.2, g is extendible to gx:Eq-rX. Then (g) = (cgx)e. To see that this is independent of E and the extension, suppose (£', e') is another such g + l-cell, of which we may assume without loss of generality that ET\E = S, and gl :£'«->X another such extension. Then (EKJE', e -e') is an oriented simplicial q+ 1-sphere and giUgi :(EUE')q-*X is a simplicial map. Since e -e' is a spherical cycle, 0 = c(gi W gi)(e -e') = (cgi)e -(cgi)e', using, again, Axiom H4. We have obviously the following lemma. This notion of the homotopy class of a spherical map may be extended to a more general situation. Suppose S is the canonical semi-simplicial complex of a polyhedron of which we assume only that it is a homology g-sphere with integer coefficients, and suppose that 5 is a fundamental cycle of 5. Then if g: S-*X we may define the homotopy class (g) of g in a fashion analogous to the foregoing. For if EZ)S arises from an acyclic polyhedron (e.g. the join with a point) then Hq+i(E, S) «775(S) and there is thus a chain e in E with de = s. As before, g may be extended to gi; E"-+X and (g) defined by (g) = (cgi)e. HE' is another such complex, andde' = s, then EVJE' is, if EC\E' = S, a homology q+ 1-sphere by the Vietoris theorem, and e -e' is a spherical cycle. Thus the same proof of the uniqueness of the definition of (g) may be used.
When elements of the homotopy groups are represented by spherical maps, addition takes place as in the topological case. Suppose (S, s) and (S', s') are oriented simplicial g-spheres whose underlying polyhedra have in common exactly one g-simplex a, which appears with opposite signs in 5 and s'. Then the union of these polyhedra with the interior of a deleted is a homology g-sphere; let us denote its semi-simplicial complex by S. (S, s+s') is, in the sense of the last paragraph, an oriented simplicial homology g-sphere.
If g'.S^X and g':S'-+X agree on a, then (g\Jg'\ S):S->X.
Lemma 5.5. (gVg'\S) = (g)+(g').
For suppose that (E, e) and (E', e') are oriented simplicial g+1-cells with boundaries (S, s) and (S', s'), and Er\E' = Sr^S'. Then E\JE' is an acyclic complex containing S, and d(e+e')=s+s'.
Moreover, by Lemma 5.2, g^Jg' is extendible to g,: (EKJE') «->X. Thus (gVg'\S)= (cgi)(e + e') = c(gi I Eq)e + c(gi | E'q)e' = (g) + <g'>.
We turn now to the problem of the comparison of maps whose domains are distinct. Suppose (S, s) and (S', s') are oriented simplicial homological g-spheres, and that S and S' are contained as disjoint subcomplexes in a simplicial homological g-sphere 5, embedded in such a way that 5 and s' are both fundamental cycles of S contained in the same element of Hq(S). We may compare g:S->X and g':S'-+X by means of the following lemma. Lemma 
g^Jg' is extendible to S if and only if (g) = (g1).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let us observe first that s -s' = dt for some q+1 -chain t in 5. Now suppose that E and E' are acyclic complexes such that £P\(5U£0 =S and ET\(S UE) =S', and that e and e' are g+1-chains in £ and £' such that de = s and de'=s'. Then £U5VJ£' is a simplicial homology g + l-sphere and e'-M -e is a fundamental cycle. In any case, gWg' can be extended to gi'.(EKJS^JE')q->X. Since e'+Z -e is a spherical cycle, 0 = (cgi)(e' + t-e) = c(gi | E')e' + c(gi \ S)t -c(gi \ E)e and thus c(gi\S)t=(g)-(g')-
But Hq+1(S, SWS'; rq) «7r" the isomorphism being given by that map which takes a cocycle into its value on t. Thus, in view of H2 and H3, gWg' is extendible if and only if c(gi\ S)t = 0, which proves the lemma. The criterion furnished by Lemma 5.6 is in fact quite generally applicable. For given two disjoint simplicial polyhedral homology g-spheres, together with fundamental cycles of each, it is possible to embed them in another in the manner described above. This may be done directly, if there is a simplicial map of either into the other of degree 1, by using the mapping cylinder. In general it may be accomplished by mapping a third sphere into each of the two with degree 1, and taking the union of the mapping cylinders. It should be remarked, however, that this construction conceals the intuitive sense of the lemma, which is that 5 is a cylinder with ends S and S', and that an extension of gWg' is just a homotopy of these maps.
We shall use Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 to define homomorphisms induced by simplicial maps on homotopy groups. It is necessary first to observe that in virtue of axiom H3, a complex which admits a homotopy system is very rich in simplices. We may formulate this by means of the following lemma.
Lemma 5.7. If (S, s) is an oriented simplicial q-sphere, L is a proper subcomplex of S, and g:S^>X, then for any pd~trq there is a map g':S^>X with g'\L = g\Land(g')=p.
For suppose a is a g-simplex in 5 which is not in L; we may suppose it appears with sign +1 in s. Now let (£, e) be an oriented simplicial g + l-cell with boundary (S, s). If hdC"(E, L; trq) is p -(g) on a and zero elsewhere, and gi.Eq-*X extends g, then by H3 there is a g{ :Eq-+X such that gi \L = gx\ L and cgl =cgx + 8h. Then gi | S is the required map. For (gi | S) = (cgi)e = (cgx)e + hde = (g) + p -(g).
This is really a very strong restriction on X. In particular it means that, given any g-simplex, there are at least as many g-simplices with the same boundary as there are elements in ira.
Suppose now that [ir{, ir{, ■ ■ • ; c'} is a homotopy system on a semisimplicial complex X'. If f'.X-*X' we may define a homomorphism f*:irq ->Xj, for each g, by Mi) = <fg).
where g'.S->X is any map of an oriented simplicial homology g-sphere. Lemma 5.6 implies that/* is a well-defined map; that it is a homomorphism follows from Lemma 5.5.
It is clear that this homomorphism is functorial in/: if {xi", x2", • • •; c"} is a homotopy system on X" then, for any/': X'->X", £i is of course completely determined by £,/, and/'. But the extension F2 is not. In order to see that the arbitrary character of this extension does not affect the definition of the obstruction we observe that it may also be expressed in the following way. For we may suppose that 7 and 7' are disjoint, except for the "left end-point" 0' of 7' and the "right end-point" 1 of 7, which are the same. Then FVJF':Kq~1X(I^JI')-*X is such a homotopy. By reversing the ordering in 7 we may also produce from a homotopy connecting two maps a homotopy in the opposite order. Thus if F is a homotopy of/ and/', we may canonically define a homotopy -Fof/' with/. Then the representation 6.1 together with Lemma 5.5 gives the following lemma.
The obstruction to the extension of a homotopy is of course related to the obstructions to extending the maps it connects. This relation is expressed by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. 8d(f, F,f) =cf-cf.
To see this we return to the original expression for d(f, F,f). Let us write k, k' for the injections ka = (a, 0), k'a = (a, 1). Then F2k=f, F2k'=f and
From this we get the following corollary.
Lemma 6.5. If f, f:Kq->X are homotopic through dimension q-1, then cf and cf belong to the same class in Hq+l(K; x9(X)). [November In particular, this conclusion is true if / and/' agree on Kq~1, for then the stationary homotopy f9:Kq~1Xl->X, where 9 is the projection, connects them. The obstruction to extending this homotopy we shall denote simply by d(f,f).
In terms of this obstruction we may amplify somewhat Axiom H3; by dealing with one simplex at a time we arrive at a proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 6.6. If f:Kq->X and hdCn(K, L; irq(X)), where LdK is any subcomplex, then there exists a map f :Kq^>X such that f'\Kq-1VL=f\Kq~1\JL andd(f,f')=h.
There is also an analogue of H3 for homotopies. If xg(X) =0, then F itself can be so extended.
7. Homotopy in complexes with operators. If Y is a semi-simplicial group and X is a T-complex, then for any semi-simplicial complex K and simplicial maps /:7<->r and g:K-*X we may define a simplicial map /-g:7<-»X by (/■«)* = W(g°) for any aCK. For a map/:7<-T we may define an inverse, which we shall denote by/-1:if->r when there is no possibility of confusion with the settheoretic inverse, by f~1a = (fa)~1. Then/-/_1=/_1-/is of course the constant map whose values are the identities in the groups rs. When X is a complex with homotopy we shall relate this operation to the homotopy of X.
Let us suppose first that X = T and the operation is just group multiplication. Then we have the following analogue of a well-known lemma.
Lemma 7.1. If Y is a semi-simplicial group with homotopy, (S, s) is an oriented simplicial q-sphere, andf, g'.S->Y, then {f-g~l)={f)-(g).
It follows immediately from Lemma 5.6 that {f-g) depends only on (/) and (g). Thus we may suppose that S is the union of simplicial g-spheres Si and S2 with just one simplex deleted, and that 5 =5i+52 where s< is a fundamental cycle of Si. If we take /,•:5j->Tsuch that (fi) = (f) and (f2) = (g) and such that both are the identity on the simplex deleted in S, then both may be extended to S with the constant value on the other sphere. But then, if /,' extends /,-, (f-g) = (H -Si) = (/i) + (/•> = </) + (g).
The conclusion on the difference follows immediately from the fact that the homotopy class of a constant map is zero.
An immediate corollary is the following. where / is any map of an oriented simplicial g-sphere into X, and y is the "constant" map into the collapsed simplices over 7^r0. It follows from Lemma 5.6 that this is independent of the representation of an element of irq(X) and from Lemma 5.5 that it gives rise to an automorphism of ir,(X). But suppose that y is in the component of the identity. Then there is a map g'.I->r, for some decomposition of the unit interval, such that g(0) =y and g(l) =1. If we write X and p for the left and right projections of SXI then (gp) • (f\)'-SXl-*X is a homotopy of 7/ with/. Thus (7/) = (/) and we have in fact defined an operation of 7r0(r) or, what comes to the same thing, an operation of Y on rq(X).
One special case is that of a semi-simplicial group Y such that the component T of the identity has homotopy, and which operates on itself by inner automorphisms.
This leads to an operation of ir0(r) on 7Tg(°r). We may remark in passing that the equivalence classes under the relation of Lemma 5.6 of maps of spheres into Y form a group, when composition is defined by the multiplication of maps. It is an easy consequence of Lemma 7.1 that, in dimension q, this group is a splitting extension of 7r0(r) by 7r3(°r).
A more important property of such groups is the following. This may be proved by straightforward application of Lemma 5.6 to give a homotopy of gf with go/, where go is a constant map. Lemma 7.3 is the key to the obstruction theory of equivariant maps and homotopies. This is concerned with the following question. If K is a Tcomplex and / an equivariant map defined on the "invariant g-skeleton" YKq, can/ be extended equivariantly to YKq+1? Since YKqZ)Kq, the obstruction cf = c(f\ Kq) of such a map is defined. For these obstructions we have the following lemma. This is proved in complete analogy with 7.4, using the expression 6.1 for the obstruction.
It is of course impossible to prove extension lemmas like 5.2 and 6.11 in full generality for complexes with operators and equivariant maps. However, in the case that the domain is a bundle such statements do hold. For then equivariant maps may be defined first on one simplex in each class conjugate under the operations of the group and extended to the rest of the class by the requirement of equivariance. Using this technique we get the following lemmas.
Lemma 7.6. If K is a Y-bundle, LCK is an invariant subcomplex, X is a Y-complex, °Y and X have homotopy, and f:YKq-j>X is equivariant, then f is extendible to an equivariant map on YLq+1 if and only if cf is zero on L.
Lemma 7.7. If, under the hypothesis of Lemma 7.6, h is a normalized cochain in Cl(K, L; irq(X)), then there is an equivariant f :YKq->X such thatf\YKq-1 VJL=f\YKq-1\JL and cf = cf+8h. We omit the analogues of 7.6 and 7.7 for equivariant homotopies (cf. Lemmas 6.2 and 6.7) and state only the extension lemma. The analogue of Lemma 6.6 should also be noted. It is of course just a strengthening of 7.7.
Lemma 7.10. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 7.7 there is an equivariant map f:YKq\JL-^X such that f andf agree on YK^VJL and d(f,f) =h.
If X is a T-complex, then for any 0-simplex <r0£X, a map <7>0:r->X is [November defined by <£o7=7'<ro, where 1ro is the degenerate simplex of the appropriate dimension over a0-If both X and °Y have homotopy, this defines homomorphisms <jSo*'.7Tg(or)->Trg(X). It would be easy to see that all the maps defined this way are homotopic, and that the homomorphisms <p0* are all equal. This fact follows also from the following lemma.
Lemma 7.11. Suppose X is a Y-complex, X and T have homotopy, K is any complex, go, gx:Kq-rY agree on K"-1 andf:Kq-*X.
Then
where <p0 is any one of the maps defined above.
It is of course necessary to prove this only in the case £J =A". In this case there is a homotopy F:H.qXl^>X of / with the constant map onto o-0. But then we have
where gi and g{ are the compositions of g0 and gi with the projection of A3Xl onto A5.
It seems proper to refer to the common value of <po* as the injection of the homotopy of T into that of X.
Finally we need a lemma which permits the construction of extensions with prescribed effects on homotopy groups. Now it is easy to see that (YXq)/A is just (r/A)(X/A)9, in fact, this is true even if A does not operate freely. Thus it follows from Theorem 3.1 that r-equivariant maps a:YXq->Y are in one-to-one correspondence with Y/Aequivariant maps in x(P/h; (Y/A)(X/A)q).
Ii we suppose that F and °Y have homotopy then such maps a determine obstruction cocycles which in turn determine obstruction cohomology classes in 77f+1(X; x9(F)). Because of Theorem 3.1, these classes may be interpreted as the obstructions to extending over (r/A)(X/A)9+1 a T/A-equivariant crosssection of p/A defined on (Y/A)(X/A)q. Finally, if A operates trivially on xa(F), we may consider these obstruction classes in the isomorphic cohomology group TTfli (X/A; irq(Y)) (cf. Theorem 4.1).
We shall want to consider particularly the case in which the operator group is a splitting extension. Changing notation slightly, we suppose that Y and A operate on X, and Y operates on A in such a way that X is aA-bundle and a A • T-complex. We suppose further that A has homotopy, as well as T; this will imply that "(A-T) has homotopy. For the fibre, i.e. in place of F, we take A with the obvious operation of AT:
(X, 7)Xx = X(yXx).
It should be observed that this is not an operation by automorphisms of A; we may also observe that with this operation (XXA)/A is isomorphic to X as a T-complex, though of course no operation by A is defined on it.
Making this identification, p/A becomes the canonical map r/:X-*X/A. Assuming that "(A-T) and A' have homotopy, the obstructions to such maps 7" may be looked at as obstructions to extending the lifting of /. Applying Theorem 4.1, we see that the cohomology classes of these obstructions may, since F/(AXA') may be identified, as a T-complex, with X/A, be considered to be in77«+1(X/A;x9(A')).
Thus if we define S'+^X
Let us define, then, S'+H/, $, <rb)C77f+1(X/A; x9(A')) to be the set of With this in mind we may prove the relative covering homotopy theorem. We continue the above assumptions, and suppose in addition that Y operates trivially on all the homotopy groups of A'. It should be observed that the theorem we state here is in fact true under much weaker hypotheses. However it is more convenient to prove the less general theorem, which is sufficient for the applications intended. For the obstructions will lie in the groups 77f+1((X/A) X7, (X/A)X {o} \J(A/A)Xl;irq(A')) = {0}.
We shall need also a corollary of the last theorem.
Theorem 8.3. If fo,fi'.K-»X/A are homotopic by a homotopy stationary on LCK, then there exists a A-equivariant map F:f0~l(X)^>fr1 (X) such that F/A is the identity on K. F may be taken to be the identity on (fo\L) 2(X) =(fi\Lr~i(X).
9. T-minimal complexes. In this section we adapt the notion, due to Eilenberg and Zilber [3] , of a minimal complex. There are several innovations: the presence of operators, the abstract, i.e. semi-simplicial, framework and, most important, the fact that it is now possible to define minimal complexes intrinsically.
If X is a T-complex, and both X and T have homotopy, we shall say that a simplex 7£T is a null-simplex with respect to X if y = 1 and $*d(7A, 1A) = 0, where <£* is the injection of the horhotopy of T into that of X, and 1 is the identity simplex. By Lemma 7.11 this means that for any o-£X we have d((ya)\ <rA)=0.
We shall say that X is Y-minimal if If X is a T-complex with homotopy, an invariant subcomplex A CX will be said to be T-minimal in X if it satisfies Ml, 2 and in addition, (M3) If o-£X and &CA then there is a tCA such that f =d and d(rA, o"A) = 0.
It will appear that if X is a bundle, a subcomplex satisfying M3 has homotopy; thus a subcomplex minimal in X will be itself minimal. Lemma 9.2. 7/ X is a Y-complex with homotopy and °Y has homotopy, there exists a subcomplex of X which is Y-minimal in X.
For the subset of simplices ya where y £T and a is degenerate over a fixed 0-simplex in X is an invariant subcomplex satisfying Ml, 2. There is thus a maximal subcomplex satisfying Ml, 2, and this must also satisfy M3.
It should be pointed out that if Y is trivial and X is a singular complex, then a minimal subcomplex of X is just a minimal complex in the sense of Eilenberg and Zilber [3] . The following theorem establishes the properly generalized "main homotopy" of §5 of that paper. Theorem 9.3. If X is a Y-bundle with homotopy, °Y has homotopy, and ACX is an invariant subcomplex satisfying M3, then there is an equivariant deformation retraction of X onto A.
We shall construct inductively a retraction r:X-^A and a homotopy R'.XXl-»X, stationary on A, of the identity with r.
There is of course no difficulty in dimension zero. Suppose r:Xq~1-^A and R:Xq~1Xl->X have already been defined(2). Then R may be extended to an equivariant homotopy, stationary on A, say Ri'.XqXl->X, connecting the identity with some map ri:X9->X, which, of course, extends r. But by M3 we may extend r to r:Xq-j>A in such a way that d(r, r{) =0. But then (/(identity, R, r) = (/(identity, R, r{) + d(ru r) = 0 and R may be extended to a homotopy of the identity with r.
This implies, together with Lemma 9.1, the Whitehead theorem for bundles with homotopy. is a homotopy-inverse of/. In particular, we have observed that such T-bundles have isomorphic minimal subcomplexes if and only if they are homotopy-equivalent.
Thus the T-minimal T-bundles give a classification (by isomorphism-type) of the equivariant homotopy-types of T-bundles with homotopy.
(!) At this point we drop the cumbersome notation introduced in §4 for the invariant subcomplex determined by a skeleton. The notation f:Xn->Y, when/is equivariant under the operation of a group I\ is to be interpreted to mean that/ is defined on TX". Since the values/ takes on X" determine those it takes on all of TXn this notation does not lead to any ambiguities.
Chapter III 10 . Universal groups and strong classification. If Y is a semi-simplicial group, a universal group for T is a semi-simplicial group T containing T as a subgroup and having homotopy with all groups 7r3(T)=0. Since Y operates on T by left translation, such a universal group is also a universal T-bundle, i.e. a T-bundle with vanishing homotopy.
Just as in the topological theory, universal bundles may be used to effect a strong classification of principal bundles with a fixed base-space: If X and X' are T-bundles such that X/Y=X'/Y, a strong equivalence of X and X' is a T-equivariant mapf'.X->X' such that//r is the identity on X/Y. It follows, of course, that/ is an isomorphism of the bundle structures. The following theorem is proved just as in the topological case (cf. for example [10 Our principal observation in this section is that, for any semi-simplicial group T, there exists a semi-simplicial group U(Y) which is universal for Y. This we show by defining U(Y) explicitly, in such a way that it becomes clear that U is a covariant functor on the category of semi-simplicial groups and homomorphisms.
Explicitly, a simplex ad U(T)q is a map which labels each face of Aq by a simplex in Y of the same dimension, i.e. a map a\Aq->Y preserving dimension but not in general incidence. The incidence operations are defined by composition of maps:
Ar->A4-»r.
The group operation in U(Y) q is defined by that in Y: if r£A, and a, a'dU(Y)q,
With these definitions it is clear that C(r) is a semi-simplicial group. Y may be identified with the subgroup of U(Y) consisting of those simplices which are simplicial maps a:Aq->r; the map giving the identification is just y-»7A.
The assertion about the homotopy of U(Y) is more difficult to demonstrate. It is, of course, equivalent to the statement that for any semi-simplicial complex K, integer g, and map f:Kq->U(Y) the map has an extension to Kq+1. But it is sufficient to prove this for the special case 2£=Afl+1. For, sup-[November posing this known, define for each nondegenerate simplex aCKq+i an extension g":A9+1->i[/(r) of/a:A9+1-*U(Y). Then it is easy to see that fa = g<rA9+i defines an extension of/.
Suppose then that/ maps (A9+1)8=A9+i into U(Y). In order to extend it is necessary to define/ only on A9+i. This we do as follows. If t£A9+i we set /(/r)Adimr ifDr<g+l, (/A9+i)r = < (any simplex in Tdim T if Dt = g + 1.
To see that this extension is simplicial, suppose w:Ar-»A9+i is in fl. We must show that
We need consider here only the case in which D(wAr) <g + l, since once/ is simplicial on A9+i it may certainly be extended to the collapsed simplices. Now w may be factored as follows:
for some X£A9+1 and w'£Q. But then A9+iw=Xw' and thus
while for r and ^-simplex in Ar, (/A9+1)(Wr) = /(cor)A, = /(XAco'r)As = [(/X)co'rA]As -(/X)co'r.
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 11. The semi-simplicial groups K(U, n). The notation K(R, n) has come to be used, in topology, to stand for any space with exactly one nonvanishing homotopy group, which is to be found in dimension n and is equal to II. However, it was defined originally by Eilenberg and MacLane (cf. [2]) as a specific semi-simplicial complex. It is in fact a semi-simplicial group, under their definition, with homotopy, and having precisely those homotopy groups which should be demanded of it. It is central in the homotopy theory of semisimplicial complexes with homotopy, since it constitutes a kind of "building block" out of which complexes of any homotopy type can be manufactured.
If II is a discrete abelian group and n = 1, 2, • • • , then if (II, n) is defined by if (II, n)q = Zn(Aa;II).
The incidence operations are given by composition with w£ft:
defines, for k££(II, n)q, an element ku of K(Yi, n)r; the group operation in each dimension is just the addition in the cocycle group.
It is easy to see that if (II, n), so defined, is a semi-simplicial group. The assertion about the homotopy is less trivial. Theorem 11.1. K(Yi, n) is a complex with homotopy; wn(K(Il, «)) =11 and irr(K(Tl, n)) =0for r^n.
Since if (II, »)r = 0 for r<n it is clear that there is nothing to be proved in low dimensions. It will be necessary only to examine the obstruction in dimension n + 1, and to prove an extension theorem (compare the proof of 10 .2) in higher dimensions.
Suppose, then, that/:if"->K(H, n), for some semi-simplicial complex K. To/ is associated a cochain/C£C£ (if; II) given by fa = (/<r)A".
We shall observe that cf=5fc obeys Axioms Hl-4, and will thus be an obstruction belonging to a homotopy system on if (II, n). Now as a coboundary, cf is of course a cocycle, so that HI is clear. Also it is clear that for g:Ln+1-*if the cochains fg and (fg)c are equal; H4 follows immediately.
Axiom H3 is equally trivial, since every cochain in C£(K; II) is of the form/'. In fact, if h is such a cochain We may, as in the proof of 10.2, suppose that dim (wAr) <q and thus thatw has a factorization w=XAw', for a£A9 and w'£fl. Then if t is an w-simplex in This completes the proof of the theorem. Now in fact 7C(II, n) is a covariant functor, for fixed n, on the category of abelian groups and homomorphisms.
If <p:H-A~l' is a homomorphism, it defines a homomorphism K(<f>, n):K(U, n)->K(Yl', n) by means of the map on cochains k->c6k. This homomorphism, being a simplicial map, induces a homomorphism 7C(<jS, «)* :irn(K(YL, n))-^>irn(K(Il', n)). But these groups are just II and II'. As might be expected, (11. 2) K(<t>, »)«, = 4>.
But (11.2) now follows from (5.8).
The homotopy class of a spherical map into 7C(II, n) has a particularly simple expression. Suppose (S, s) is an oriented simplicial w-sphere and /:S->7:(II, n). Then we may suppose that (S, s) = (E, de) for some oriented simplicial M-fl-cell (E, e) and that fx'.E^-> K (II, n) extends/. Then (/) = (cfi)e = Sf'ie. and thus (11.3) </>=/<5.
This may be applied to obstructions of homotopies by using (6.1). The result is especially simple for stationary homotopies, since /• is normalized. If/,/':ifB-»if(II, n) agree on the w -1 -skeleton, then (11.4) d(f, f) = /" -f.
12. On adjoining homotopy groups.
Theorem 12.1. Suppose X is a A-bundle, A and X/A have homotopy, irq(A) = 0 for q<n, and Trr(X/K) =0 for r^n. Then X has homotopy and V*:irt(X) « vq(X/A), q <n, 4>*:irr(A) w irr(X), r ^ n, where r}\X-*X/A is the canonical map and <f>* is the injection of §7.
The proof proceeds by defining obstructions for maps into X, with cofficients in the appropriate homotopy groups of A and X/A, and showing that these obstructions satisfy axioms Hl-4.
In dimensions smaller than n we define, for f:Kq-*X, the obstruction cf-c(rjf). It is clear that this satisfies HI and H4, as well as half of H2, for if/ is extendible, so, certainly, is 17/.
For the rest, since A is n -1 -connected, we can construct a cross-section Recalling that Y={(a, r)\fa = vr} dKxX and that, for XGA, X(o-, t) = (a, Xt) , we see that /' is well defined and equivariant. We shall show that We have now shown that X has homotopy and identified its groups with those of A and X/A. The proof will be completed if we show that 77* and c6* act as the respective identity maps. For 77 this follows immediately from cf=c(rjf) in dimensions less than n. In higher dimensions we may proceed as follows: suppose w'.KT-»A and </>o:A->X, the latter being given by the operation on a degenerate simplex. If / = (/>0w then/! may be taken to be a constant map, and F will be just TCX^oA. Since <po is an isomorphism, there is a projection L: F->A. But then it is clear that/' is just L-(wp.)-1. Since L is extendible, this gives cf = -(cw)p. and thus cf = <t>*(cw) = -(cf)* = cw, which shows that <p* is the identity. This can be seen in the lower dimensions by looking at the commutation 17/= (f/$)r)', and in the higher ones by <pi$=f<f>o, where <j>o is the map given by the operation on that degenerate simplex of X' which is the image under/ of the one used to define <j>o.
Returning to the notation used in the proof of Theorem 12.1, we record an alternate formula for the obstruction of a map/:ifr->X, where r^n. Since A is n -1-connected, there is an equivariant map 9:Xn-rA. But then/' can be expressed as follows:
It follows from Lemma 7.2 that (cf)* =c(9f)*-c(9fy.)* and (12.3) cf = (cd)*fi -c(df). In all of what follows we shall suppose that the semi-simplicial groups considered are such that the component of the identity has homotopy.
If X is a r(II, w)-bundle, there exist Y(IL, n)-equivariant maps 0:Xn -*if(LT, n), where r(II, n) operates on if (II, n) by (k, y)KX = k(7ki), for (k, 7) d T(ir, n), KXd K(r, n).
These maps give rise to obstructions c9 lying in a unique class in H^a^X; YI); [November the reduced classes (cd)* thus lie in a unique class *B+1(X) C Hr+l(X/K(U, »); n).
Because K(H, n) has only one nonvanishing homotopy group, the lifting theorem takes for bundles of the type just considered a particularly simple form. For, referring to Theorem 8.1, the only relevant obstruction classes for the lifting of a "^-equivariant map f:X/K(Tl, w)->X'/X(II', n) are 6-+1(X, T, K(U, n)) = {k"+1(X)} and &+1(X', Y', K(W, n))= {k"+l(X')}. for 7£T9, k£7£(II, n)q; the operation " •" is the obvious extension of that on K(H, n), and the addition is to take place in the cochain group. It is easy to see that X so defined is a r(II, «)-bundle and that X/7C(II, n) may be identified with B. If we consider the map 0:Xn-r7C(II, n) given by 8(a, u) = u for (a, m)£X", which is simplicial since K(Il, w)n_1 is trivial and C£(A"; II) contains only cocycles, and which is clearly equivariant, (c0)'<r = (cd)(a, u) = 88c(a, u) = (5w)An+1 = z<rAAn+1 = za.
We shall want to talk now about r(II, w)-bundles whose higher homotopy groups vanish. We define a terminal Y(/L\, n)-bundle X to be one for which X/K(R, n) has homotopy and x9(X/7C(II, n))=0 for q^n. It follows from Theorem 12.1 that X also has homotopy, which differs from that of X/K(II, n) only in that the group II appears in dimension n.
If X is a terminal r(II, w)-bundle, the class kn+1(X) can be expressed in a particularly simple fashion. Let us observe that since there exists a Y(Fi, «)-equivariant map 9:Xn->if(il, n) there exist also, by Theorem 3.1, T-equivariant extensions j:(X/K(II, n))"-+X of the identity on (X/K(IL, n))"'1 = Xn-1, for example, W9.
Lemma 13.3. If j:(X/K(Yl, «))"-kX" is a Y-equivariant extension of the identity, then cjdkn+1(X). We begin by showing that there exists some lifting of /. According to Lemma 13.1, the condition for this is that f*kn+1(X) =f*kn+1(X'). But using Lemma 13.3 and recalling (5.8),
where j is a T-equivariant section in X, since through dimension n -1, fj-j'ft and/7 and/'/are thus homotopic through dimension n -1. Now suppose Fo'.X-yX' is a $(/*, n)-equivariant lifting of /. Then d(f,j'Erj, Fo)dZr(X; II'), for all the maps and homotopies are ^-equivariant, and both / and £0 are extendible. We shall show that this obstruction is also if(II, n)-equivariant.
To see this, suppose that /c£if (II, »)". If we write £« for left translation by k in Xn, and let LK be the identity in X"-1, then LK:Xn->Xn is simplicial. Moreover, j'Erj is also a homotopy of fLK and £0£«, and the equivariance of the obstruction is asserted by Chapter IV 14. Homotopically segregated T-bundles. In §11 we suggested that the groups K(H, n) formed the essential structural elements of a theory of semisimplicial complexes. Here we make this notion explicit, in terms of "homotopically segregated T-bundles," which, in a sense to be expounded below, are constructed out of 2?(II, n) put together with invariants. The invariants adduced are in essence just those of Postnikov [9] and the unpublished work of Zilber. It follows that each qK is a terminal r(x9(57l'), g)-bundle. In fact, if we had listed the groups irq(qK) as part of the structure, it would not have been necessary to assert that the qK had homotopy. Now if $ is a homotopically segregated T-bundle, the equalities qKq~l = q~1Kq~1 hold. This permits us to define a complex lim $ by (lim$)« = rKq, r^q.
If we carry over to lim $ the operation of Y on the qK, then lim $ is clearly a T-bundle. Moreover, it is also evident that lim S is a complex and that ir9(lim $) = rt('K), r ^ q.
We shall abbreviate this common value by ir9($). Compositions of the canonical maps rif->r_lif give rise to equivariant maps 17,:lim ®->«if. Also, the identity maps "if « = (lim if)3 have equivariant extensions jq:qKq+1-jrlim $; these are of course not unique.
To a homotopically segregated T-bundle $ corresponds a sequence of invariants kq+\®) = k?\qK) d H*lClK; x9(S)), We shall abbreviate the common value of this homomorphism by f*.
The effect of a "fr-map f on the invariants is indicated by Lemma 13.1. Since each/9 is in fact liftable, we have ukq+\m =f,+1*kq+w).
It is a remarkable fact that any ^-equivariant map of lim 5? into lim $' can be approximated to within homotopy by limits of $-maps. More precisely, we have the following theorem. allows this process to go on one step. The /9, finally, constitute a <E>-map f; since the Eq agree in low dimensions they define a homotopy £:lim ft XI -dim ft' of g with lim f.
15. Homotopy resolutions. The connection between T-minimal complexes and the other material we have been discussing is in part indicated, by the following lemma.
Lemma 15.1. If X is a terminal Y(I1, n)-bundle and X/K(H, n) is Y-minimal, then so is X.
There is of course nothing to prove in dimensions less than n. If a, r are simplices of dimension at least n satisfying the hypothesis of M2, then their projections in X/7C(II, n) do so also. Thus there is a null-simplex 7£T and a simplex kCK(H, n) such that r = K.ya. But k must be trivial: in dimension n this follows from 12.4 and 11.4, in higher dimensions it is simply a consequence of the fact that the boundary of k is trivial. We may say then that ft is a minimal homotopically segregated Y-bundle. We may define now the notion of a homotopy-resolution.
If X is a T-bundle with homotopy, a homotopy-resolution of X is a pair (ft, £) where ft is a minimal homotopically segregated T-bundle and £:Iim $->X is Yequivariant and satisfies £* :irq(ft) «x9(X) for all q. From the results of §9 we get quickly the following lemma.
Lemma 15.3. If X is a Y-bundle with homotopy and ft is a minimal homotopically segregated Y-bundle, and i/£:lim ft-»X is Y-equivariant then the following conditions are equivalent:
I. (ft, £) is a homotopy-resolution of X. II. £ is an equivariant homotopy equivalence. III. £ is an isomorphism of lim $ onto a subcomplex A which is minimal in X.
We may now state and prove the principal theorem of this paper, whose sense is that, to within homotopy equivalence, bundles with homotopy may be replaced by minimal homotopically segregated bundles, and maps by maps of homotopically segregated bundles, i.e. "<J?-maps." To prove the first statement we shall construct recursively complexes°i f, lK, • • • and maps "£:"if"+1->X such that the complexes form a minimal homotopically segregated T-bundle and in addition, for all n, "+l%\nKn ="£| "if" and "£* :irn("if) «ir"(Z). For then £:lim ®-->X may be defined by £| "if" = "£| "if" and ($, £) will be the homotopy-resolution in question. We begin with a minimal aspherical T-bundle °if, whose existence is assured by Theorem 10.2 and §9. Since X is homotopy-connected, there is an equivariant map °£: "K1-*X (there is no question of isomorphism of homotopy groups here). Suppose inductively that a_1if, a-1£ have already been defined. By Lemma 13.2 we may find a Y(irg(X), g)-bundle "if with basespace (with respect to if(ir"(X), g)a_1if) such that kq+1(qK) contains c(«~l£). But according to Lemma 13.3, we may then suppose that c(3-1^) is actually the obstruction of some extension of the identity map q~1Kq~1=qKq~1. Thus Lemma 7.11 asserts the existence of the required map fl£.
For the second assertion we need only observe that £' is an equivariant homotopy-equivalence and that there is thus a homotopy inverse £''. 16. Discrete groups of operators. In this section we shall consider Tcomplexes where T is a discrete group. In this case, the results of §15 take on a more definitive form; specifically, homotopy resolutions may be defined functorially for minimal complexes. Moreover, as long as minimal complexes only are considered, the requirement that Y operate without fixed simplices may be dropped. In this case only we may generalize the notions of homotopically segregated T-bundles and homotopy resolutions by dropping the requirement that the complexes in question be T-bundles.
This state of affairs is connected with the fact that a discrete group can contain no nontrivial null-simplices. Thus if Y is a discrete group and X a minimal T-complex, then simplices of X homotopic with fixed boundary are identical. In particular X is simplicial in any dimension in which it is aspherical, in the sense that a simplex is completely determined by its boundary.
With this in mind we may prove the following lemma. We assume here, and throughout this paragraph, that Y, Y' etc. are discrete groups.
Lemma 16.1. If X is a minimal Y-complex and -irr(X) =0for r>q, then there Rq(X) which are conjugate must have the same g -1-skeletons. Let us, for any o-£2?9(X)" write <r' = crA| (Ar)9. If a, T£2?9(X)r agree on the q-1-skeleton, then d(a', r') CZn(AT, x9(X)) = 7?(x9(X), g)r is a simplex under operation by which a and t are conjugate.
But the preceding lemmas assert that {Rq(X)} is a homotopically segregated T-complex, whenever X is T-minimal. Since lim {Rq(X)} =X, we have proved the following theorem. is characterized, not only as a semi-simplicial complex, but even as a semisimplicial group by the fact that it is minimal and has as its only nonvanishing homotopy group II in dimension q. Now if X and X' are any semi-simplicial complexes and/:X-»X', then Rq(f):Rq(X)->Rq(X') may clearly be defined by the commutation 77,,/ = Rq(f)rjq. If X and X' are minimal, it follows from Lemma 16.6 that each map Rq(f) is X(/*, g) equivariant.
But it is clear that i?9(/)/X(/*, q) = i?9_i(/). We have, finally, the following theorem. It may be observed that Theorem 16.5 may be used, in conjunction with Theorem 9.4, to give an alternate proof of the existence of homotopy-resolutions of T-bundles with homotopy when Y is discrete. Since minimal subcomplexes are not defined functorially, neither are the homotopy-resolutions so obtained. It is not asserted, and is probably false, that homotopy-resolutions exist for T-complexes which are neither bundles nor minimal complexes.
